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TOPOLOGIES ON QUANTUM LOGICS INDUCED 
BY MEASURES 
VLADIMIR PALKO 
In the classical probability theory the collection of all experimentally verifi-
able propositions on a physical system is assumed to be a Boolean oalgebra. 
The well-known Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle is the usual argument that 
this assumption is inadequately strong, in general. Namely, according to the 
Heisenberg Principle, the position and momentum of physical particle are 
quantities which cannot be measured simultaneously with arbitrary accuracy. 
Therefore, in quantum physics the family of propositions on a quantum mech-
anical system is mathematically described as a lattice of all closed subspaces of 
a separable Hilbert space. A quantum logic is a model for the collection of 
propositions on a general physical system. It includes both the Boolean <j-alge-
bra and the lattice of subspaces of a Hilbert space. 
In the quantum logic context, the notion of compatibility is of principal 
importance. The compatibility of two or more elements of a logic was discussed 
in many papers. However, the relationship between arbitrary elements (includ-
ing incompatible ones) was apparently neglected by mathematicians. One feels 
intuitively that these relations deserve a mathematical description. In this paper 
we shall discuss this problem from the topological point of view. Given a logic 
if, we shall first construct a topological space (J5f, 3T). The topology &~ on JSf 
should be connected, in a sense, with the state of the corresponding physical 
system. In mathematical formalism, we assume that there is defined a finite 
measure /i on j£? and the constructed topology is associated with this measure. 
It should be noted that the logic as a topological space has been investigated 
in [7]. However, the topology defined there has not been linked with measure. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let (JSf, ^ , JL) be a triple, where S£ is a set partially ordered by ^ , having 
a largest element, 1, and a smallest element, 0, and being endowed with an 
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orthocomplementation relation _L: S£ -> <£. Let the following properties be 
satisfied (a, beS£)\ 
i) (aY = a, 




iii) a v 0 1 = 1, 
iv) a = b implies b = a v (a v b
1)1, 
v) \ / a, exists in S£ for every sequence a{ of pairwise orthogonal elements 
/ = i 
of S£ (a, is orthogonal to a} — abbr. at± a} — if a, = a
1). 
If JSf satisfies i)—v), then it is called a quantum logic (briefly a logic). Throughout 
the paper, let S£ denote always a logic. 
The elements a,be<£ are said to be compatible (abbr. a*-+b) if there exist 
mutually orthogonal elements au b,, ceJS? such that a = a, v c, b = b, v c. 
These elements are determined uniquely ([9]). Thus, we can denote a, as a — b 
and b, as b — a. The element a, v b, will then be denoted by a A b. 
A function v:JS?->< — oo,oo>is called a signed measure if the following two 
conditions are satisfied: 
i) KO) = 0, 
ii) v( \f aA = £ v(tf,) for every sequence a{ of mutually orthogonal elements 
\ / = i / / = i 
of <£. 
If, moreover, v is nonnegative, then v is called a measure. If v(l) = 1 for a 
measure v, then vis called a state. A signed measure vis bounded if \v(a)\ ^ K, 
aeS£\ for some real K. We shall denote M(S£) the set of all bounded signed 
measures and S(S£) the set of all states on S£. 
Let n be a measure and v a signed measure on S£. Then v is said to be 
absolutely continuous with respect to /J, (denoted v <^//), if for every e > 0 there 
exists 5 > 0 such that ^/(a) < 8implies \v(a)\ < £, ae <£. Denote by M^(<£) the 
set of all bounded signed measures von $£ such that v<^£/L 
Typical examples of logics are the Boolean cr-algebras and the lattice S£(H) 
of all closed subspaces of a separable (real or complex) Hilbert space H. Let us 
adopt the following notation. Let [H] denote the Banach space of all bounded 
operators on //with the usual operator norm. lfAe[H]9 then A* is the adjoint 
operator. Put \A\ = (A*A)l/2. IfAe [H]9 then A is of the trace class if I (\A\ q>h (p) < 
< oo for some orthogonal base {^}. In this ease the sum tr^l = I,(A(ph tpt) is 
called a trace of A and, as known, it is independent of the choice of a base. The 
trace class operators form a separable Banach space with respect to the norm 
T: T(A) = tr|v4|. Moreover, if A, Be[H] and A is of the trace class, then AB and 





where || || denotes the usual operator norm (see [8]). 
According to the famous Gleason theorem and its generalization (see [1], [2]), 
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between bounded signed measures on 
S£(H), where dim H ^ 3, and hermitean operators of the trace class. Indeed, 
veM(S£(H)) iff v is of the form v(M) = tr TPM, Me<£(H), where PM is the 
orthogonal projector corresponding to M and T is a hermitean trace class 
operator. A signed measure v is nonnegative iff T is a positive operator. The 
operator corresponding to v will be denoted by Tv. 
2. Logic as a topological space 
Naturally, a reasonable topology on j£? should be connected with algebraic 
operations of JSf. Let (<£, ST) be a topological space. Put ^ = {(a, b)eS£ x jSf: 
a ± b}. Let 3T x 3~ be the usual product topology and ^ the relative topology 
on ^ induced by ST x <T. 
Definition 2.1. We say that ($£, ST) is a topological logic if the following 
conditions are true: 
i) The orthocomplementation _L: an-*a1 is a homeomorphism of(5£, 3T) into 
itself 
ii) 77ze mapping v : (a, b)»—>a v b is a continuous mapping from (<&, ^ ) into 
G£\ ^ ) . 
The proofs of the following two lemmas are obvious. 
Lemma 2.1. (JS?, 2T) is a topological logic iff the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
i) if aa is a net in 5£, aeS£ andaa-+a in (<£, ZT), then aa -• a
1 in (JSf, 2T), 
h) ifaa, baare nets in S£,a,be££, aaLba, alb, aa-+ a andba-+b in (<£, 3~), 
then aav ba-+ a v b in (S£, 2T). 
Of course, if (5£, 3~) satisfies the first countability axiom and we change in 
the above lemma all nets for sequences, the validity of Lemma 2.1 will be 
preserved. 
Lemma 2.2. Let (<£, 3~) be a topological logic. Let aa, babe nets in <£,a,be 
eS£, aa^ba, a ^ b. If aa-*a and ba-+b in (Z£, 3T), then ba — aa^>b — a in 
(&, FY 
Assuming that S(5£) is nonempty, we can exhibit a simple example of a 
topology which converts S£ into a topological logic. Define a pseudometric d 
on ££ as follows: 
d(a, b) = sup{|s(a) - s(b)|, seS(<£)\ 
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Denote by 2Td the topology induced by d. Then {$£\ 3Td) is a topological logic. 
Throughout this paper, let d and 3Td have always this meaning. It can be easily 
seen that in the case of a set cr-algebra S£ the topology STd is discrete. In the case 
of <£{H), where d i m / / ^ 3, d(M, TV) = \PM - P"||, M, Ne!£{H) (see [3], 
Theorem 6.1). 
Now, let p be an arbitrary fixed finite measure on <£. We intend to obtain a 
topology associated with p. In the classical measure theory, there is known an 
example of such a topology. If if is a set cr-algebra and p a finite measure 
on y7, then the function g^ : Q^{A, B) = p{A /\B){A, Be<f) is a pseudometric. 
Denote by 3TQ the topology induced by Qr Naturally, (5^, 2TQ) is a topological 
logic because the operations of forming the union and complementation are 
continuous ([4]). In the case of a general logic, there is impossible to define a 
topology in such a simple way because there exist noncompatible pairs of 
elements of $£. However, by means of a measure we can define a distance of 
comparable pairs. 
Definition 2.2. Let p be a finite measure on !-£. A topology 9~ on <£ is called 
a p-topology if for every ae<£ and every net aae££ such that aaS a {a ^ aa) the 
following statement is true: 
aa-+a in {t£,3T) iff p{a - aa) - 0 {p{aa - a) - 0). 
3. Topology on J5f (//) 
Throughout this section, let p be an arbitrary fixed finite measure on !£ (//), 
d i m / / ^ 3. We shall construct for p a /i-topology ST such that {<£{H), 2T) is a 
pseudometrizable topological logic. Denote by N{T^) the null space of T^ and by 
5 ( J Q its orthogonal complement. Then p is of the form p{M) = E X{{P
M(ph <p,), 
ME $£{H), where {<p,} is the orthonormal system of eigenvectors of T^ and {A,} 
the system of the corresponding eigenvalues. 
For every ueS{T^ and e > 0, define the relation C/M £ as follows: 
Uu£ = {{M,N)e^{H)x^{H), \\P
Mu-PNu\\ < s}. 
The family of all such relations is a prebase of uniformity ([6], Theorem 6.3). 
The uniform topology induced by this uniformity will be called the topology of 
strong convergence with respect to p and denoted by 3~sc{p). A sequence Mn 
converges to M in (J£?(//), 3Tsc{p)) iff for every ueS{TJ 
lim \\PMnu-PMu\\ = 0, 
n —> oo 
i.e. iff for every ueS{T^) the sequence P nu converges strongly to PMu. 
Theorem 3.1. {<£{H), STsc{p)) is a pseudometrizable topological logic. 
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Proof. Assume the more complicated case of dimS(T^) = oo. A uniform 
space is pseudometrizable iff its uniformity possesses a countable base. Denote 
by f the countable family of all sets of the form f] £7 e9 where £ is a positive 
/ = i 
rational and k a positive integer. We shall prove that V is a base of the 
uniformity inducing ^c(ji). It will suffice to show that for every ueS(T^) and 
k 
e > 0 there exist a positive rational s0 and an integer k such that Q £/ c= 
cz Uue. Let 6: > 0 and ueS(T^ be given. Then u = £ (w, ^,)^/. Choose the 
integer k and the rational e0 such that 
< — — . Let (M, 7V)G p) 1/ Hence, 
2k||w|| /=i 
.•=- i 
Z (w, <?/)<?, 
; = /t + l 
< - and 0 < £n < 
| P " u - J ^ u l l < Pм X («.Ю>Ю 
i = k + I 
+ PN _\ (и,tt)W 
•i = k + 1 
+ 
+ I Nil IIP>, - /">,| | < - + - + k\u\\ so < E. 
<=i 4 4 
Thus, (M, N)eUue. The pseudometrizability is therefore proved. Now, let 
M„-+M and N„ -*'N in (JSf(H), ^.(//)), where M„ 1N , and M l N Then, for 
every weS(TJ, 
| |P A / " i w-I j W i w| | = HP^w-E^wll 
and 
| | p W » v % _ p** v W j . | | = l l p ^ u + p % _ pMu _ pN^ ^ 
^ | | P % - PMW|| + | | / > % - i>"u||. 
Thus, M^MX and M„ v N„ -> M v At in (if (H), ^ ( ^ ) ) . The theorem is 
proved. 
Lemma 3.1. Let {w,)?i, be an orthonormal system in H, where u — _\{u, w,) w,. 
/ = 1 
If A„ is a sequence of operators of[H] such that lim M,.w,|| = 0, (/ = 1, 2, ...) 
and \\An\\ t_ Kfor some real K9 then, also, lim \\Anu\\ = 0. 
n-* oo 
Proof. Given £ > 0, choose integersj and n0 such that 
Z (">"»)", 
i = * + 1 




for every n _% n0 and i = 1, ...,J. Hence, for every « __ n09 
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X (w. Ц) w,-
/ = . / + i 
< є. \\Anu\\ < X K", ",)l I IA-w. l l+K 
/ = 1 
The lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.2. A sequence Mn converges to 0 in (<£(H), &lc(p)) iff lim n(Mn) = 0. 
Proof. Assume again that d i m S ^ ) = oo. Let M„-»0 in (&\H), ^sc(n)). 
Hence, lim ||P n(p,\\ = 0, (/ = 1, 2, ...). Given e > 0, there exist integers k and 
n -> X 
X 
n0 such that £ A,- < - and A,(P "p,., <p,) < — for every n = n0 and / = 1, ..., 
/ = k +1 2 2/c 
..., k. Hence, for every n = n0, 
//(MJ = £ A,(/>%„ ?,) + £ A,.(/>%„ fl)< £ + *-£-- e. 
/ = A; + 1 / = 1 2 2/C 
Thus, lim n(Mn) = 0. On the other hand, let lim n(Mn) = 0. This implies that 
/ ! -> X « - > X 
lim ||P^"ft-H = 0. Hence, using Lemma 3.1, we have Mn -> 0 in (<£(H), « f̂ (//)). 
-» x n 
Lemma is proved. 
Theorem 3.2. 3~sc(p) is a ju-topology. Moreover, if Mn<-+M, then Mn-+ M in 
(&(H)9 &M) iff lim ix(Mn A M) = 0. 
n -> x 
Proof. It suffices to prove the second assertion. Let l im//(M„AM) = 
n -> x 
= lim fi(Mn — M) + n(M — Mn) = 0. According to Lemma 3.2 the sequences 
A7-» X 
M„ - M and M - M„ converge to 0 in (JS?(H), ^.(/i)), i.e. lim IIP""""!/!! = 
n -> x 
= lim UP^'^wll = 0 for every ueS(T). Hence, according to equality 
\Piyt"u-PMu\\2= \\PM"~mu\\2 + ||P 
M- - " - A - \ , | | 2 _ _ \\T>Mn-M,.\\2 i || nM~ Mn,,\\2 
one obtains M„ -• M in (5£(H), 2TSC(//)). The opposite implication can be proved 
dually. 
The following theorem shows that ^ (//) is induced by a pseudometric which 
can be explicitly expressed. 
Theorem 3.3. &~sc(ji) is induced by the following pseudometric p: 
p(M, N) = tr \(PM - PN) 7;|, M, /Ve ^ ( / / ) . 
Proof. The function p is a pseudometric because the function z(A) = 
= tr|>4| is a norm on the space of trace class operators. Further, it is necessary 
л/и and sufficient to prove that p(M„, M)->0 iff lim \\P "u-PMu\\ = 0 , for 
«-> X 
every ueS(TJ and every sequence Mn and MeS£(H). We assume the case of 
dimS(jQ = oo. Let lim | | P % - PMu\\ = 0 for every ueS(TJ. Denote by />the 
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projector corresponding to the one-dimensional subspace generated by <p,. We 
ЛL. 
shall prove first that lim tr |(E ' - PM)P\ = 0, / = 1, 2, 
*м„ iv\(P,¥tn - PM)P\ = T((P n - PM)Pi) = T((P " - P
M)PiPi) _. 
^ \\(p"* - p^m r(/>) = \\(PMn - PM)P,\\ = \\(PM- - p^ni 
Of course, the last expression converges to 0. Now, let s > 0 be given. There 
exists integer k such that £ ^ 
i = A: + 1 
tr I *,./> 
/ = k + 1 
such that A,, t r | (p"" 
/>(M„ M) = tr 
PM)EJ< — f o r я - и o , i 
2k 
k 
< - . Further, there exists n0 
4 
- 1, ..., k. Hence, for n ^ n0, 
(p мn 
I / = A• + I 
< 
X A,. tr\(PM" - PM)P| + IIP " - P* tr 
ř = I 
1 M 
i = k+\ 
< Є. 
Thus, lim p(M„, M) = 0. On the other hand, if lim p(M„, M) = 0, then the 
n-* X n~* X 
.!W„ inequality Mil ^ r(A) implies lim ||(/> " - EM)7:w|| = 0 for every we H. If we 
fl-> X 
put w = p„ we obtain lim AJ(P"* - Pw)p,|| = 0, i.e. lim P%,- = Pu<p,. Put 




1"" — PM. According to Lemma 3.1, PM"u converges strongly to PMu for 
every ueS(TJ. Thus, Mn -> Af in (-^(/Z), ^,(//)). The theorem is proved. 
Let us return to the space (Sf, ^ ) and observe some of its properties. (if, QJ 
is complete and sometimes separable (e.g. if Sf is countably generated (see [4])). 
As we shall see, the situation for (S£(H), ^sc(/i)) is similar. 
Theorem 3.4 (J5f(//), ^sc(p)) is a complete separable uniform space. 
P r o o f For showing the completeness, let Mn be a cauchy sequence in 
(S£(H), ^ ( / / ) ) . This implies that all sequences P "w, where ue S(T^), are cauchy 
in H. Hence, by completeness of //, we have the vector Bu = lim P "u. B is an 
operator defined on S(T^) with values in H. Denote by R(B) the range of B and 
by M the closure of R(B). We shall prove that Mn -> M in (if(//), ^ ( / / ) ) . It 
will suffice to prove PMu = Bu for every ueS(TJ. Bu = P " M iff BweM and 
u — BueM1. We have to show that Z?w satisfies both conditions. Of course, 
BueM. Further, it will suffice to show that u — Bui R(B). Let ye R(B), i.e. let 
y = Pz, zeS(TJ. Hence, y= lim PM"z. Naturally, u-PM"u±PM"z. Thus, 
n-+ x 
w — Bu ly. The completeness is proved. 
The separability is an immediate consequence of the separability of the space 
of trace class operators with respect to the norm r ([8]). 
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4. The preliminary uniqueness theorem for ££(H) 
Let us summarize the properties of the space (££, STQ ): 
i) £FQ is a //-topology, 
ii) (££, 2TQ ) is a pseudometrizable topological logic, 
iii) 3TQ is weaker then ZTd, 
iv) Every veM^(££) is a continuous function from (££, 2TQ ) into R. 
Properties i) and iii) are evident. For ii) and iv), see [4]. Moreover: 
Theorem 4.1. ^ is the unique topology satisfying the above properties i)—iv). 
Proof. Let 9~ be a topology satisfying i)—iv). Assume An-+ A in (££, ST). 
Define measure nAeM^(£f) via fiA(E) = fi(A n E), Ee££. Measures // and nA 
are continuous mappings, hence, lim /u(An) = lim nA(An) = n(A). This implies 
n -* x /? -> x 
lim fi(A\A„) = lim //(AAA) = 0- Thus, A„ -* A in (<S', FQ ). On the other hand, 
let An^> A in (^ , ^ ). Hence, ^„V4 and A\An converge to 0 because ST is a 
//-topology. According to ii), _4„ u A = (-4„V4) v A -*0v A = A in (<9% J r ) . 
Finally, by Lemma 2.2, An = (y4„ u A)\(A\An) -> _4 in (££, ST). The theorem is 
proved. (Of course, the property iii) was not necessary for the proof) 
The validity of the above theorem is perhaps not so surprising as the fact that 
the same theorem holds for a measure // on ££(H), dim H >̂ 3. We shall prove 
it later. In this section, we prove only a preliminary uniqueness theorem. In the 
following // has the same meaning as in the previous section. 
Definition 4.1. A topology 3~ on ££(H) is said to be ^regular if the following 
assertion is true: ifMn -• M in (££(H), ST), then M„ -> M in (££(H), Fsc(ji))9 too. 
Of course, 3Tsc(p) is //-regular. Further, we use the following notation. If we //, 
then [u] denotes the subspace generated by u. 
Lemma 4.1. Let ST be a topology on ££(H), let ST a ?Td. IfvneH, n = 1, 2, ..., 
veH, v 7* 0 and lim \\vn - v\\ = 0, then [vn] -+ [v] in (££(H), F). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the above lemma for the case ||i>J = ||t>|| = 1. 
For every u e H we have 
\\Pll'"]u~P^u\\^\\(u,vn)vn-(u,v)v\\ = 
||(u, vn)v„ - (u, v)vj + \\(u, v)v„ - (u, v)v\\ = 
\(u, vn - v)\ + \(u, v)\ \\v„ - v\\ = 2\\vn - v\\ \\u\\. 
Hence, ||P[eJ - />M|| = 2\\v„ - v\\. Therefore, [v„] -> [v] in (<£(H), 3Td). Thus, by 
the assumption, [vn] -+ [v] also in (&(H), ST). 
Lemma 4.2. 7/M, NeJSf(H), Nc M, ueH andPMueN, then PNu = PMu. 
Proof. Clearly, PMu - PNu = PM~Nu. By the assumption the left-hand 
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side of this equality is in IV, while the right-hand side lies in M — IV. Thus, both 
sides have to be zero. 
We can now prove the preliminary uniqueness theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let p. be a finite measure on i£(H), where dim H = 3. Then there 
exists a unique topology ST satisfying the following conditions : 
i) &* is a p-topology, 
ii) (Z£(H), 3~) is a pseudometrizable topological logic, 
iii) 3T is weaker than 2Td, 
iv) ST is p-regular. 
Proof. Assume that 3" is a topology with properties i)—iv). We have to 
prove that 2T = ^sc(p). Let Q be pseudometric inducing &~. It will suffice to 
show that, for every Mn, Me^(H), Mn -* M in (JSf(i/), 2T) iff Mn^M in 
(!£(H), ^c(p)). Of course, one of these implications is obvious. The //-regularity 
of F implies that from M„ -• M in (^(H), ST) there follows Mn->M in 
(<£(H), ^sc(p)). For the second implication it will be sufficient to show that every 
sequence Mn converging to M in (Z£(H), 2Tsc(p)) contains a subsequence Mn 
such that lim g(Mn , M) = 0. Let Mn and M be given such that M„ -> M in 
ÂГ-X, 
(&(H), fM), i.e. lim \\PM"u - PMu\\ = 0 for every ueS(TX We now divide 
the proof into two steps. We assume first the special case M = PM{S(Tf)), while 
in the second step this limitation is omitted. Throughout the proof, we consider 
the more complicated case of dim M = oo. 
I. Let PM(S(T^) = M. Denote s, = sup{//([f]), veM}. We can choose a vector 
uxeS(T^) and a non-zero vector vxeMsuch that vx = P
Mux andp([vx]) > s, — 1. 
Denote M(2) = M — [vx] and s2 = sup{p([v]), veM
{2)}. Then we can choose 
u2eS(T^) and non-zero v2eM
{2) such that v2 = P
Mu2 and //([yj) > s2 >
 a r-d 
so on. Thus, we can define by the induction sequences uk of the elements of 
S(TJ, vk of mutually orthogonal non-zero elements of M and M
{k) of elements 
of <£{H) such that the following conditions 1.—3. are true: 
.), 
1. Pмщ = vk, (k=\,2,.. •), 
k 1 
2. М ( l ) = M, м(k) = M - V N, (k = 2,: 
i = 1 
з , . . ..),vkeM
(k),(k = = 1,2. 
3. џ([vk]) > sk , where 
lr 
•** = ••sup{џ([v]), ve M
(k)},(k=\,2, . . .) . 
Then Lemma 4.2 implies 
vk = P
м щ = :PMІ\, (k = 1, 2, ...). 
Further, put 
M<'» = M,„ M(k) = M(k - ' ) --[P" Ъ--,], 
(n= 1,2, ... ,k = 
(1) 
2, 3, .. .). 
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By the assumption, lim P "u, = PMU]. Hence, by Lemma 4.1, [ P % , ] ->[P
MuJ 
n-* x 
in (^(H\ ^(ji)). Then Lemma 2.2 implies that M(2) - M(2) in (££(H), ^,(//)). 
From this it follows that lim P " u2 = P
M(2)u2 = is. Again by Lemma 4.1 and 
/? -» x 
2.2, M(3) -• M(3) in (&(H), <^(//)), and so oir. Thus, we can prove by induction 
that 
M(k) _ M(k) f o r n_^o0 j n (^(7/)^ :jT (//)), k = 1, 2, ... (2) 
X 
In what follows, we shall prove the equality M = \J [vk]. In the opposite case, 
k= 1 
there would exist a non-zero vector weM, wlvk, k= 1, 2, ... Then the 
assumption M = PM(S(Tp)) implies that /i([w]) > 0. The finiteness of/i yields 
that lim /i([vk]) = 0. Hence, there exists integer p with the property //([vv]) > 
A:-* x 
> MKl) + - > ^ = sup{//(M), u e M ^ } . However, weM( /° (k = 1, 2, ...), — 
P 
a contradiction. The equality M = \J [vk] is proved. 
k= 1 
From the previous equality, from the lower continuity of// and from the fact 
that &~ is a //-topology, one obtains that lim g[ \J [v], M ) = 0. Let m be an 
* - x V/=l / 
(k(m) \ J 
arbitrary integer. Then there exists integer k(m) such that Q\ \J [V], M) < — . 
V,= i / 2m 
M{k) 
Put vn,k = P " uk, (n, k=\,2, ...). By (1) and (2), lim K * - vk\\ = 0, * = 
n-+ x 
= 1, 2, . . . Hence, according to Lemma 4.1, [v„ k] -• [vk] for n -• oo in (££(H), 2T), 
k = 1, 2, ... For k, # k2, we have K ft|] 1 K J and fy] 1 [vk\ Since (J2?( # ) , ^ ) 
k(m) k(m) 
is a topological logic, we have V [v„%,] -* V [v] for n -> oo in (Z£(H), 2T). Then 
i = i ' i = i 
A(m) Ar(m) \ J 
for m there exists n(m) such that Q\\J [vn{m) ,], \ / M < — •
 W e s e e t h a t 
/kim) \ i V / = 1 ' / = i / 2 m 
Q\ V [vn(m) /L M) < — • The latter consideration may be reproduced for every 
V. = i ' / m 
integer m. Let us choose indices n(m) in such a way that n(m) is an increasing 
k(m) 
sequence. Put Nn{m) = V [«W J- Then /V„(m) - M for m - oo in (JSf(//), ^ ) . The 
/ = I 
//-regularity of ^ implies that Nn{m) -» M also in (S£(H), &~sc(//)). Hence, accord-
ing to Lemma 2.2, Mn(m) - Nn{m)-+0 in (S£(H), &lc(n)). This implies lim //• 
m —> x 
(M„(m) - N„(m)) = 0. 3T is also a /.-topology. Thus, M„(m) - Nn(m) -• 0 also in 
(if (H), 5-). Finally, 
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Mn{m) = (Mn{m) - Nn{m)) v Nn{m) -+ 0 v M = M for m -> oo in (j£? (//), ST). 
Summarizing, Mn contains a subsequence converging to M in (S£(H), ST). 
II. Let us omit the assumption of M = PM(S(T^). PM(S(T^) is closed, i.e. it is 
an element of S£(H). Let us prove that M - PM(S(TJ)± S(TJ. In fact, if 
ueM-PM(S(TII)) and veS^), then 
(u, v) = (w, P"t>) + (u, PMlv) 
and both scalar products on the right-hand side are evidently zero. It follows 
from the proved orthogonality that p(M - PM(S(Tti))) = 0. Hence, according 
to the fact that & is a //-topology, we have Q(M, PM(S(T^))) = 0. Thus, Mn -> 
-* M in (S£(H), 3T) implies Mn -* P
M(5(7;)). For the sake of simplicity, write 
1V = PM(S(Tli)). By Lemma 4.2, TV = P
N(S(Tli)). Hence, from the step I of 
our proof we obtain the existence of a subsequence Mn{m) converging to 1V = 
= PM(S(TJ) in (S£(H), ST). Then the equality g(M, PM(S(Tfl))) = 0 implies 
that Mn{m) -> M in (S£(H), $~), too. The theorem is proved. 
5. Topologies induced by measures defined on a general logic 
As we have seen, the spaces (S£, 2TQ ) and (S£(H), ^c(p)) have many similar 
or even identical properties. The following question naturally arises: Are 2TQ 
and &~SC(IJ) special cases of a topology with similar properties, which is induced, 
in a way, by a measure defined on a general logic? As we shall see, the answer 
is yes. 
Let /i be a finite measure on a logic S£. For every ve M^(S£) and every s > 0, 
define a relation UVt e = {(a, b) e S£ x S£, \ v(a) - v(b)| < E). The family of all such 
relations is a prebase of a uniformity on S£ x S£ ([6], Theorem 6.3). The topology 
induced by this uniformity will be called the topology of absolute continuity with 
respect to p. and denoted by &~ac(ju). Evidently, a net aa converges to aeS£ in 
(S£, 3Tac(p)) iff v(aa) - v(a) for every ve M»(S£). 
We say that a signed measure on S£ possesses a Jordan decomposition if it 
can be written as a difference of two measures. 
Theorem 5.1. Let p be a finite measure on S£. Then the following assertions are 
true : 
i) (S£, &~ac(p)) is a topological logic, 
h) facO*) is a p-topology, 
iii) If every veM^(S£) possesses a Jordan decomposition, then 2Tac(p) <= 3~d, 
iv) If M^(S£) is a separable norm space with respect to the usual suprem norm, 
then (S£, 3~ac(p)) is pseudometrizable, 
v) Every veM^(S£) is a continuous map from (S£, 3Tac(p)) into R. 
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Proof, i) If v(aa) -> v(a) for every veM^(S£), then also v(aa) -• via
1). 
Similarly, if v(aa) -• v(a) and V(ba) -• V(b), where aa 1 ba and a 1 b, then 
v(aa
 v bo) = Kaa) + Kb*) -> v(a) + v(b) = V(a v b). 
ii) Let tfa <za.lfaa->a in (if, Fac(p)), then //(^a) -> //(a). Thus, //(a - aj -> 0. 
On the other hand, if/i(a — aa) -> 0, then V(a — aa) -• 0 for every Ve MJ(S£), i.e. 
V(aa) -» V(tf). Thus, aa -• a in (if, ^ r( / /)) . Analogously in the case a ^ aa. 
iii) The proof is evident, 
iv) Let M^(S£) be separable with respect to the norm 
|| V|| =sup{|V(tf)|, ae j^} . 
Let C be a countable dense subset of M^(S£). The necessary and sufficient 
condition for pseudometrizability of (if, STav(p)) is the existence of a countable 
base for the uniformity inducing 2Tac(p). Denote by Q the family of all sets of 
k 
the form P) Ux. E, where k is a positive integer, V,eC, / = 1, ..., k, and e is a 
/ = i 
positive rational. Obviously, Q) is countable. Further, it will suffice to prove that 
for every veM^(S£) and £ > 0 there exist Ke C and a rational s0 > 0 such that 
£ 
U*. % ^ Uv. c Given ve M^(S£) and s > 0, there exists positive rational £0 < - and 
Ke C such that || V — K\\ < £0. Now, let (a, b)e C/̂  £n. Then fc0 
\v(a) - v(b)\ = \v(a) - K(a)\ + \K(a) - n{b)\ + \n{b) - V(b)| 
= 21|/I— V|| + \n(a) - K(b)\ < 3s0 < s. 
Thus, (a, b)e Uv% e. Summarizing, Q) is the base of the uniformity. The assertion 
is proved. 
v) Proof is evident. 
Theorem 5.1 is proved. 
In what follows, we shall prove that as STQ as STsc(p) are special cases of STac(p). 
Theorem 5.2. If p is a finite measure on the set o-algebra S£, then STQ = 
P r o o f If Aa-+ A in (S£, STQ ), then it follows from the continuity of any 
veM^(S£) that v(Aa) -> v(A), i.e. Aa-+A'm (S£, 2Tac(p)). On the other hand, if 
Aa-+A in (S£, SFai(p)), then both p(Aa) and pA(Aa) converge to p(A). This 
implies that both p(A\Aa) and p(Aa\A) converge to 0. Thus, Q^(Aa, A) -• 0. The 
theorem is proved. 
Further, p. denotes a finite measure defined on S£(H), where dim H = 3. 
Lemma 5.1. M(S£(H)) is separable with respect to the suprem norm. Thus, 
M^(S£(H)) is also separable. 
Proof. Let D be a countable dense subset of the unit sphere in H. Let C 
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be the set of all veM(&(H)) of the form v(M) = £ W V / . V), Me^(H), 
k 
Ï. 
/ = 1 
where A, are rationals, <p,eZ), i = 1, ..., k, k is a positive integer. Then C is 
countable. Let us show the density of C in M(5£(H)). Let a measure /re 
eM(S£(H)) and £ > 0 be given. Then ;ris of the form K(M) = £ &(PM yh y/,)9 
where || yf,|| = 1, £ = 0 and £ £ < oo. There exists integer k such that £ . 
' = 1 / = A- + 1 
• £ , < - . Choose positive rationals A, and vectors (p{eD such that |A, — £,| < 
£ £ 
< — and ||<p, — y/iW < , / = 1, ..., k. Define measure v .eCas follows: 
4k k SkK(H) 
V\(M) = X W > „ <P,)> M\i&(H). Then, for every Me<£(H), we have 
/ = i 
\к(M)-vx(M)\^ Z 4 + 
/ = k + 1 
ZбíPV,, Ю) - W и , я) 
/ = 1 
^ 7 + Z I ^ V / . ¥,) ~ UPM<Pi, 9,)\ + Z \^(PU9„ ft) ~ A.(P>„ p,)| 
2 / = i / = ! 
k k 
^ 7 + Z 4KPW v„ v,) - (P>, v.)l + Z 6I(P>., v) - (P*V., <P,)\ + 7 
2 / = i / = i 4 
^ | + Z &H-°>/- P>/ll + Z W w l l IIv,- <Pi\\ + 7 
2 / = i / = i 4 
= - + 1 ^ ( / / ) — — + i^( / / )——+-=* 
2 /=. SkK(H) /=i 8k;r(//) 4 
Hence, \\K- V,|| = £. Further, if Kis a signed measure of M(J&?(//)), then there 
exist measures /r, and K2 such that ;r = /r, - ;r2. As we have seen, there exist 
£ £ 
measures /r3, K4 of C such that ||/r, — 1r3|| < - and \\K2 — K4\\ < - . Then ;r3 — /r4e 
ZP - -
e C and ||TT — (/r3 - 7r4)|| < £. Thus, C is dense in M(£f(H)). The lemma is 
proved. 
Lemma 5.2. &~ac(n) is ^-regular. 
Proof. We shall prove it only for the complex case. Let cpeS(T^) and 
y/eHbe given. Define on S£(H) a complex function w^ ¥ as follows: 
vv^(M) = (/>*>, V), MeS£(H). 
If M„ is a sequence of orthogonal subspaces of S£(//), then 
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»v r(y -v.) = (-°v%. v) = ( І /»%, ^) = 
Thus, Wy ¥ is (j-additive. Obviously, the real and imaginary parts Re w^ ¥, 
Im Wym v, are bounded signed measures on 5£(H). Moreover, both of them belong 
to M^(<£(H)). In fact, if lim p(Mn) = 0 for a sequence Mne^£(H), then, accord-
ing to Lemma 3.2, lim \\P ncp\\ = 0. Hence, lim w^ w(Mn) = 0. Now, suppose 
n -» x n -> x 
that M„ -> M in (<£(H), Zrac(p)). Hence, we necessarily obtain 
lim Re w^ ¥(Mn) = Re w^ ¥(M) and lim Im w^ ¥(Mn) = Im w /Af). 
n -> x n -» x 
This implies that 
lim (PMncp, if/) = (PMcp, y/). (1) 
Since y/ is an arbitrary vector of H, one obtains that the sequence PM"cp 
converges weakly to PM(p. Putting y/= cpin (1), we have lim \\PM"(p\\ = \\PM<p\\. 
This fact and the weak convergence imply the strong convergence lim • 
. | | / > % _ p " p | | = o (see Problem 14 in [5]). The lemma is proved. 
Theorem 5.3. If p. is a finite measure on S£(H), where dim H ^ 3, then 
^sc(M) = ^ac(M)' 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.1, lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and from the uni-
queness theorem 4.2. 
6. The final version of the uniqueness theorem on S£(H) 
In the preliminary uniqueness theorem 4.2, the condition iv) has a meaning 
only for ££(H). In the following uniqueness theorem, this defect will be re-
moved. We obtain the same uniqueness theorem as in the case of a measure 
defined on a set cr-algebra. 
Theorem 6.1. Let p be a finite measure on Z£(H), where dim H ^ 3. Then there 
exists a unique topology 2T satisfying the following conditions i)—iv): 
i) ST is a p-topology, 
ii) (<£(H), ,T) is a pseudometrizable topological logic, 
iii) 3~ is weaker than !Fd, 
iv) Every veM^(^(H)) is a continuous map from (<£(H), ST) into R. 
This topology is 3Tac(p) = 2Tsc(p). 
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Proof. We know already that &"ac(n) ( = ^.(//)) fulfils conditions i)—iv). 
Let ST be an arbitrary topology satisfying i)—iv) and let M„ -> M in (J£?(//), 3T). 
According to iv), Mn-+M in (&(H), 3Tac{p)), too. By Lemma 5.2, ^ c(/ /) is 
//-regular, hence Mn -* M in (S£(H), « ĉ (//)). Thus, 5~ is also //-regular. 
Then from Theorem 4.2 it immediately follows that 2T = 3TSC{JJ). The theorem 
is proved. 
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ТОПОЛОГИИ НА КВАНТОВОЙ ЛОГИКЕ ИНДУЦИРОВАННЫЕ МЕРАМИ 
У1асигтг Ра1ко 
Резюме 
В классической теории меры известно, что если //-конечная мера на ст-поле У, то функция 
^^1 • ^^^(Л, В) = /л{А Д В), А, 5 е У , является псевдометрикой. В работе занимаемся проблема­
тикой топологии, порождённой конечной мерой на логике У. Для меры /и на & определяется 
топологическое пространство ( ^ , $~). Пространство («9̂ , ^V) является специальным случаем 
этого пространства. 
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